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**Background:** Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common and aggressive malignant brain tumor in adults. Current treatment options at diagnosis are multimodal and include surgical resection, radiation, and chemotherapy. Significant advances in the understanding of the molecular pathology of GBM and associated cell signaling pathways have opened opportunities for new therapies for recurrent and newly diagnosed disease. Innovative treatments, such as tumor-treating fields (TTFields) and immunotherapy, give hope for enhanced survival.

**Objectives:** This article reviews the background, risks, common complications, and treatment options for GBM.

**Methods:** A brief review of GBM, treatment options, and a look at new therapies that have been approved for new and recurrent disease are included in this article.

**Findings:** Despite aggressive resection and combined modality adjuvant treatment, most GBMs recur. Treatments, such as TTFields, drugs to target molecular receptors, and immunotherapy, are promising new options.

Glioblastoma (GBM) is the most common primary malignant brain tumor, comprising 16% of all primary brain and central nervous system neoplasms (Thakkar et al., 2014). The average age-adjusted incidence rate is 3.2 per 100,000 population (Ostrom et al., 2015; Ostrom, Gittleman, et al., 2014). Although GBMs occur almost exclusively in the brain, they can also appear in the brain stem, cerebellum, and spinal cord. Sixty-one percent of all primary gliomas occur in the four lobes of the brain: frontal (25%), temporal (20%), parietal (13%), and occipital (3%) (American Association of Neuroscience Nurses [AANN], 2014). Originally, GBMs were thought to be derived solely from glial cells; however, evidence suggests that they may arise from multiple cell types with neural stem cell–like properties. These cells are at multiple stages of differentiation from stem cell to neuron to glia, with phenotypic variations determined, in large part, by molecular alterations in signaling pathways rather than by differences in cell type of origin (Phillips et al., 2006).

GBMs present at a median age of 64 years (Thakkar et al., 2014) but can occur at any age, including childhood. Incidence is slightly higher in men than women (1.6:1) and in Caucasians relative to other ethnicities (Ellor, Pagano-Young, & Avgeropoulos, 2014). GBMs can be classified as primary, or de novo, arising without a known precursor; or secondary, where a low-grade tumor transforms over time into GBM. A majority of GBMs are primary, and these patients tend to be older aged and have a poorer prognosis than patients with secondary GBMs (Wilson, Karajannis, & Harter, 2014).

As a result of genomic profiling and the Cancer Genome Atlas project (Parsons et al., 2008), more than 600 genes were sequenced from greater than 200 human tumor samples, which revealed the complicated genetic profile of GBM and established a set of three core signaling pathways that are commonly activated (i.e., the tumor protein p53 [p53] pathway, the receptor tyrosine kinase/Ras/phosphoinositide 3-kinase signaling pathway, and the retinoblastoma pathway). The majority of primary and secondary GBMs have alterations in these pathways, giving rise to uncontrolled cell proliferation and enhanced cell survival, while also allowing the tumor cell to escape from cell-cycle checkpoints, senescence, and apoptosis pathways (Chen, McKay, & Parada, 2012).
Molecular alterations or gene expression patterns have also been recognized between primary and secondary gliomas. Genetic alterations typical for primary GBM are epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) overexpression, phosphate and tensin homologue (PTEN) mutations, and loss of chromosome 10q. In secondary GBM, isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) mutations, p53 mutations, and chromosome 19q loss are frequently seen (Aliiferis & Trafalis, 2015; Wilson et al., 2014; Young, Jamshidi, Davis, & Sherman, 2015). In addition, four GBM subtypes have been identified (i.e., classical, pro-neural, neural, and mesenchymal), each with distinctly different patterns of disease progression and survival outcomes. For a more detailed analysis of GBM signaling pathways and subtypes, readers are referred to Brennan et al., 2013; Verhaak et al., 2010; and Wang et al., 2015.

Methods to determine a patient’s tumor subtype require an invasive biopsy or surgical resection to perform genomic analysis. Imaging genomics is an emerging science that explores associations between molecular profiles and radiologic features and may eventually serve as a noninvasive technique to determine genomic correlation, prediction, and identification (Moton, Elbanan, Zinn, & Colen, 2015). Molecular subtyping shows promise in identifying subsets that may be uniquely responsive to specific adjuvant therapies (Vitucci, Hayes, & Miller, 2011), and future therapies will likely be tailored to target these underlying molecular abnormalities.

Risk Factors

Efforts to identify specific associations of this disease with environmental and occupational exposure have largely been inconclusive and underpowered. Ionizing radiation is one of the few known risk factors to definitely show an increased risk of glioma development (Ellor et al., 2014). Radiation-induced GBM is typically seen years after therapeutic radiation indicated for another tumor or condition (Johnson et al., 2015). Other environmental exposures to vinyl chloride, pesticides, smoking, petroleum refining, and synthetic rubber manufacturing have been loosely associated with the development of gliomas. Electromagnetic fields, formaldehyde, and nonionizing radiation from cell phones have not been proven to lead to GBM (Aliiferis & Trafalis, 2015). An increased risk of glioma development is seen in some specific genetic diseases, such as neurofibromatosis 1 and 2, tuberous sclerosis, Li-Fraumeni syndrome, retinoblastoma, and Turcot syndrome; however, less than 1% of patients with a glioma have a known hereditary disease (Ellor et al., 2014).

Clinical Presentation

The presentation of a patient with newly diagnosed GBM can vary greatly depending on the size and location of the tumor and the anatomic structures of the involved brain (Lobera, 2015; Young et al., 2015). Patients often present with symptoms of increased intracranial pressure, including headache and focal or progressive neurologic deficits. A seizure is the presenting symptom in as many as 25% of patients and can occur at a later stage of the disease in as many as 50% of patients (Perry et al., 2006; Schiff et al., 2015). The current standard of care for a patient who presents with seizures includes the use of antiepileptic drugs (AEDs), but the routine use of AEDs in patients without seizures is not recommended (Glantz et al., 2000; Perry et al., 2006). Many patients are prescribed corticosteroids at diagnosis to help control vasogenic edema and alleviate accompanying signs and symptoms.

Initial diagnostic imaging may include a computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan. On MRI, nearly all GBMs enhance with gadolinium contrast and show an irregularly shaped mass with a dense ring of enhancement and hypointense center of necrosis. Necrosis is a hallmark feature of GBM, and presence of necrosis is required for a brain tumor to be grade IV or to be classified as a GBM on the World Health Organization classification system (AANN, 2014). Surrounding vasogenic edema (which may cause a mass effect), hemorrhage, and ventricular distortion or displacement may also be present on diagnostic imaging (Ellor et al., 2014; Johnson et al., 2015).

In about 13% of cases, GBM may present as multifocal (greater than two lesions including leptomeningeal dissemination), distant (second lesion noncontiguous with primary lesion), or diffuse disease, and it has been well established that microscopic tumor infiltration usually extends past visualized signal abnormality on MRI (Chamberlain, 2011; Johnson et al., 2015). Figure 1 displays radiographic features of GBM on MRI.

Treatment

Treatment of newly diagnosed GBM requires a multidisciplinary approach. Current standard therapy includes maximal safe surgical resection, followed by concurrent radiation with temozolomide (TMZ) (Temodar®), an oral alkylating chemotherapy agent, and then adjuvant chemotherapy with TMZ (National Comprehensive Cancer Network [NCCN], 2015). Extensive and complete surgical resection of GBM is difficult because these tumors are frequently invasive and are often in eloquent areas of the brain, including areas that control speech, motor function, and the senses. Because of the high degree of invasiveness, radical resection of the primary tumor mass is not curative, and infiltrating tumor cells invariably remain within the surrounding brain, leading to later disease progression or recurrence (Wilson et al., 2014).

Multiple studies have demonstrated the importance of aggressive surgical resection when possible, with trends toward better outcomes in those patients with a greater extent of resection (Kuhnt et al., 2011; Roder et al., 2014). Statistically significant associations between greater extent of resection and longer progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) have been seen in several studies (Keles, Anderson, & Berger, 1999; Lacroix et al., 2001; Mukherjee & Quiñones-Hinojosa, 2011; Stummer et al., 2006). Improvements in surgical and preoperative mapping techniques have made it possible to achieve more extensive resection while preserving function and quality of life (Mukherjee & Quiñones-Hinojosa, 2011).

The use of functional MRI and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) in preoperative planning, as well as ultrasound,
CT scans, and MRI with direct stimulation during surgery, has allowed for multimodal neuronavigation and the integration of patient-specific anatomic and functional data. Despite these technologies, differentiating between normal brain and residual tumor continues to be a major challenge, and the use of 5-aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA) dye for fluorescence guidance has been found to be more effective than conventional neuronavigation-guided surgery alone (Zhao et al., 2013). However, a Cochrane review found only low-to very low–quality evidence that image-guided surgery using 5-ALA, intra-operative MRI, or DTI neuronavigation increased the proportion of patients with high-grade glioma that have a complete tumor resection on postoperative MRI (Barone, Lawrie, & Hart, 2014). Other limitations of these novel technologies include cost and the need for specialized equipment, operators, and surgery suites. Further studies are needed to clarify clinical benefits before they are established as standard of care for all patients with GBM.

Even with advances in surgical resection, the prognosis for patients with GBM remains poor, with a median survival of 15 months (Thakkar et al., 2014). Aside from extent of surgical resection, other factors have been associated with increased OS. Patient age and Karnofsky Performance Status are widely recognized as prognostic factors, with lower age and higher performance status conferring longer survival. Tumors greater than 5–6 cm and those that cross the midline have been associated with negative outcomes (Ellor et al., 2014). Supratentorial (cerebrum) and cerebellar tumors, which are more amenable to surgical treatment, carry a better prognosis than tumors in the brainstem or diencephalon (Walid, 2008). An analysis by Johnson and O’Neill (2012) demonstrated a statistically significant improvement in OS since the onset of aggressive multimodality treatment.

**Chemoradiation**

Following optimal surgical resection, the patient commonly waits as many as four weeks for the craniotomy wound to heal before starting therapy. Postoperative radiation therapy (RT) alone was standard treatment until 2005, when the results of a pivotal phase III trial changed the standard of care for GBM. This trial confirmed that external beam RT with concomitant TMZ chemotherapy (known as the Stupp regimen) was more effective than RT alone (Stupp et al., 2005). Patients who received TMZ plus RT had a median survival of 14.6 months versus 12.1 months with RT alone. The survival advantage remained because the TMZ plus RT cohort had a higher proportion of long-term survivors than the RT alone group with 27% versus 11% at two years and 10% versus 2% at five years, respectively (Stupp et al., 2009). The analysis of this trial also led to the identification of another strong predictor of patient-related outcomes: the methylation of the MGMT gene, located on chromosome 10q26. MGMT codes for an enzyme involved with DNA repair. Patients who have methylated (not activated) MGMT exhibit compromised DNA repair. When the MGMT enzyme is activated, it can interfere with the effects of treatment. RT and alkylating chemotherapy exert their therapeutic effects by causing DNA damage and cytotoxicity and triggering apoptosis. Therefore, the expression of methylated MGMT is beneficial for patients undergoing TMZ chemotherapy and RT. In the trial by Stupp et al. (2009), methylation of MGMT was a strong predictor of better outcomes from TMZ treatment.

Historically, whole-brain RT (WBRT) was used in the treatment of newly diagnosed GBM, but multiple potential long-term complications of WBRT exist, including endocrinopathy, neurocognitive toxicity, and RT-induced leukencephalopathy. These serious complications have led to research to explore the use of involved field RT (IFRT) to minimize toxicity (Shih & Batchelor, 2016). IFRT delivers external beam RT to the tumor with a 2–3 cm margin, which is based on the observation that, following RT, GBM recurs within 2 cm of the original tumor site in 80%–90% of cases (Narayana et al., 2006). Multiple studies in the early 1970s confirmed that IFRT had similar or slightly improved survival advantage over WBRT, with less normal tissue damage within the RT field (Barani & Larson, 2015).

RT using three-dimensional conformal beam or intensity-modulated RT is now the standard of care (Chao, Perez, Brady, & Marinietti, 2011). The typical total dose delivered is 60 Gy, in 1.8–2 Gy fractions administered five days per week for six weeks. A clear survival advantage has been demonstrated with postoperative RT doses to 60 Gy, but dose escalation
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Risk is highest with cortical tumors, particularly those located in the motor cortex and when meninges are involved. Concurrent with RT, TMZ is typically given at a dose of 75 mg/m² daily for six weeks, followed by a rest period of about one month after RT is completed. When restarted, TMZ is dosed at 150 mg/m² daily for five days for the first month (usually days 1–5 of 28). If tolerated, the dose is escalated up to 200 mg/m² for five consecutive days per month for the remainder of the therapy. In the Stupp regimen, TMZ was administered for six months after RT. In common practice, many physicians continue TMZ cycles for 12–18 months, but no definitive data demonstrate that prolonged TMZ regimens confer superior survival (Johnson et al., 2015).

In October 2015, Optune®, the device delivering tumor-treating fields (TTFields), received approval from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as a treatment alongside TMZ for adults with newly diagnosed supratentorial GBM, following surgery and standard-of-care treatment. Optune uses TTFields, an innovative technology that delivers low-intensity, intermediate-frequency alternating electrical fields to tumor cells. TTFields interrupt cell division, causing apoptosis, or cell death. This expanded indication by the FDA followed interim analysis data from 315 patients randomized to Optune plus TMZ versus TMZ alone in the adjuvant setting. Optune plus TMZ demonstrated superior PFS of 7.1 months versus 4 months with TMZ alone, as well as superior OS of 20.5 months versus 15.6 months with TMZ alone (Stupp et al., 2015).

Disease Recurrence

Despite maximal initial resection and multimodality therapy, about 70% of GBM patients will experience disease progression within one year of diagnosis (Stupp et al., 2005), with less than 5% of patients surviving five years after diagnosis (Ostrom, Bauchet, et al., 2014). Re-resection is an option for some patients, and surgical debulking can alleviate mass effect and symptoms, such as seizures, speech, and motor deficits, frequently seen at recurrence. Repeat surgery may be required to confirm a diagnosis of tumor recurrence versus pseudoprogression or radiation necrosis and may also provide tissue for molecular testing to identify potential new targeted agents (Brandes, Bartolotti, & Franchesci, 2013). Opinion varies as to whether repeat surgery enhances OS. Some evidence exists that greater extent of resection at recurrence is associated with improved survival (Bloch et al., 2012; McGirt et al., 2009); however, other studies have not found an absolute benefit in terms of survival (Brandes et al., 2013; Franceschi et al., 2015).

Additional radiation may be possible for some patients, but tolerance of healthy brain tissue to radiation is limited because of the increased risk of radiation necrosis. A wide variety of radiation techniques, including brachytherapy, gamma knife, and stereotactic radiosurgery, may be used for treatment of recurrent disease (Davis & Stoiber, 2011).

Upon recurrence of GBM, chemotherapy and corticosteroids may be used to palliate symptoms and improve quality of life, but objective response rates are dismal, and time to progression for standard cytotoxic agents is only three to six months (Franceschi et al., 2009). Rechallenging with TMZ may be an option, and other agents, such as carboplatin (Paraplatin®), etoposide (Toposar®), irinotecan (Camptosar®), and nitrosourea-based chemotherapy, may be tried as single agents or in regimens. Bevacizumab (Avastin®) is a humanized monoclonal antibody that targets vascular endothelial growth factor, a protein necessary for angiogenesis. It was approved in 2009 for recurrent GBM disease. Trials have demonstrated superior PFS; however, meaningful improvements in OS have not been seen (Cohen, Shen, Keegan, & Pazdur, 2009). Bevacizumab has also been shown to reduce vascular permeability and edema, improve oxygenation, and reduce radiation necrosis when administered with RT (Niyazi et al., 2016). However, it can cause potentially life-threatening events, such as hemorrhage, blood clots, and bowel perforation (Salacz, Watson, & Schomas, 2011; Taal et al., 2014).

Optune was initially approved by the FDA in 2011 for use in recurrent GBM as monotherapy. Optune is indicated following histologically or radiologically confirmed recurrence in the supratentorial region of the brain after receiving chemotherapy, and is intended as an alternative to standard medical therapy for GBM after surgical and radiation options have been exhausted (Novocure, 2016). A randomized clinical trial versus standard chemotherapy demonstrated
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FIGURE 2. Common Glioblastoma-Related Complications
Note. Based on information from Lacy et al., 2012; Pruitt, 2015; Shah & Morrison, 2013.
equivalent survival with fewer side effects and significantly less gastrointestinal, hematologic, and infectious adverse events (Stupp et al., 2012). The lack of significant side effects from the device, primarily scalp irritation from the arrays (electrodes), makes TTFields an attractive treatment option. In addition, patients reported improved quality-of-life measures, such as cognitive and emotional functioning, over patients receiving chemotherapy. Use of Optune for delivery of TTFields has been included as an option in the NCCN guidelines for recurrent GBM (Davis, 2013; NCCN, 2015). TTFields remains a compelling treatment option for maintenance therapy in recurrent disease.

Clinical Trials

Cellular regulatory pathways with tyrosine kinase and signal transduction inhibitors are being investigated within clinical trials. Immunotherapy research is ongoing, with the use of monoclonal antibodies and vaccines. An immunotherapy vaccine targeting EGFR variant III, rindopepimut (Rintega®), has been tested in clinical trials in patients with newly diagnosed GBM but failed to confer any survival benefit, and the clinical trial was terminated (Celldx Therapeutics, Inc., 2016). In general, immune checkpoint blockade is a promising target in recurrent GBM. Agents targeting programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) receptors, its ligand PD-L1, and cytotoxic T-lymphocyte–associated antigen 4 (CTLA4) receptors have been shown to have antitumor activity in other cancers, such as melanoma; therefore, research in patients with recurrent GBM is underway. Manipulation of the blood–brain barrier to enhance targeted delivery of drug is also being studied. Hopefully, the results of these trials and other novel approaches may lead to increased survival and enhanced quality of life for patients with GBM.

Supportive Care

GBMs are very aggressive tumors, accompanied by an array of complications related to the underlying disease and treatment. Recognition and management of these symptoms is essential to optimize quality of life. Many side effects related to treatment (e.g., chemotherapy-induced myelosuppression, nausea, fatigue, constipation) and early radiation-related effects (e.g., alopecia, dysgeusia, anorexia) are not unique to the GBM population and can generally be medically managed. Other symptoms frequently occurring in patients with GBM are listed in Figure 2. For a review on specific management of GBM symptoms, the reader is referred to AANN, 2014; Davis & Stoiber, 2011; Lacy, Saadati, & Yu, 2012; Pruitt, 2015; and Shah & Morrison, 2013.

Conclusion

Palliative care should be initiated at diagnosis, with ongoing sensitive and empathetic discussions concerning goals of care and wishes throughout the continuum of care. Honest discussions about prognosis and vigilant attention to symptom management are necessary to achieve the overarching goal of maintaining the patient’s quality of life as long as possible (Pruitt, 2015). Effective symptom management, a focus on improved quality of life, and novel therapeutic treatment approaches may offer renewed hope to patients with GBM and their families.
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